Building new perspectives

For some years, we have been engaged in creating a sustainable campus with a stimulating learning, working, and living environment. All the new and renovated buildings on campus meet the highest standards in sustainable building. There are still a few plans to be implemented on our way to a green and clean campus.

We encourage all our staff and students to contribute to our sustainable goals, for example by cycling or using public transport and keeping our campus clean. If you want to join sustainable initiatives on our campus, visit the Erasmus Sustainability Hub in their office on the ground floor of the Hatta building.

We support your study success

The Erasmus Student Service Centre (ESSC) is the central service point for all new and enrolled students at Erasmus University Rotterdam. Students can contact the centre for questions about enrolment as a student or registration for courses and training. Appointments with a careers’ advisor can also be made at the ESSC. You can visit the ESSC in the E-building or online at www.eur.nl/essc.

Diversity & inclusion

Erasmus University Rotterdam is convinced that education and research benefit from diversity in inclusion among students and employees. We therefore strive to create a distinctive educational and academic environment in which everyone can develop opportunities, feel at home and in value to participate for or their talents to the fullest. Do you have questions, suggestions or remarks regarding diversity & inclusion?

Feel free to contact our Diversity Office: diversity@eur.nl.
Welcome at our dynamic and international campus, where your study success is our priority. Feel the energy, get inspired, meet new people and achieve your goals!

A special year
It’s an honour to welcome you this year, in which we celebrate our 21st lustrum. ‘Science meets city’ is the theme of a festive programme with many exciting encounters between Erasmus University scientists and the inhabitants of Rotterdam. Find more information about the lustrum at eur.nl/en/about-eur/lustrum.

Study spaces
Numerous study spaces are spread across campus. There are informal places where you can enjoy a coffee while studying. If you need to work on a group assignment you can go to Polak as there are several rooms with up to eight seats available. More study spaces are available in the University Library and Senators Building.

To make your life easier
Besides study facilities, you can find many services on campus like shops, a hairdresser, sports, culture and places where you can relax, eat and drink. Information about food and shops and other facilities on campus can be found on the EUR website.

Where to find it at eur.nl/en?

University campus
Follow the link Campus & Facilities (homepage) to find more information about campus and its facilities.

Campus shops and service providers
Food & Drinks
Parking Cars & Motorbikes
Culture - facilities for the disabled

International student
Go to the link: Education > study-erasmus-university

Erasmus sport
Scroll to erasmussport.nl for more information about sports and their sports program all through the academic year.

Questions about IT services or campus facilities?
Please contact the USC Front office.
T (010) 408 8880
E usc@eur.nl

Cyber security
• The university is a public area. This means you must treat confidential or privacy sensitive information with due care. Use passwords on your devices and secure them by locking your screen or logging out.
• For information on IT security, visit eur.nl/safe_online.
• If you suspect an information security incident, notify the USC Front Office immediately.
T +31 10 408 8880
E usc@eur.nl
W eur.nl/safe_online

Safety
Our campus is open to the public, so it is important to keep an eye on your personal belongings.
For safety matters, please call the USC Front Office on (010) 408 8880.
In the case of an emergency, dial (010) 408 1100.

Virtual experience
Check out campus, classrooms, student housing in the virtual experience app.

Study Spaces
Download EUR Study Room app

Bicycle parking
Bikes can be parked in the bicycle racks near most buildings. Covered bicycle parking is shown on the map. Bicycles must be parked in the designated areas, or they may be removed. All bicycle parking facilities are accessible 24/7.

Virtual Experience
Download campus view

Print facilities at campus
You can print, copy and scan at various locations on campus. For more information and for changing your credit, go to the website: myprint.eur.nl.

To help you find your way round our campus and its many facilities, we offer you this pocket map.